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Become and remain a partner of
choice for our clients, contribute
to their business success by
maintaining a competitive edge
by offering value-added
solutions utilizing the best of
technologies.

Providing clients, vendors and partners
access to an improved range of
services and opportunities to drive
their businesses forward.

Our Company was founded in 2018
• Our Concept is the best solution with the
lowest price on all Systems you are looking
for
• LC ZONE will support you with all products
related to the Light Current field.
• LC ZONE also can support you with
completely light current solutions as a
professional system integrator.
• You will get all the technical support you
need



We do not settle for good as
we strive for greatness,
 LC Zone focused on the best
technology in the field of the
Latest technology, and
always Be a market pioneer.

We offer superior service and flexibility to our
customers and vendors and a broad range of
products, services, and solutions. LC-Zone
offers products from technology
manufacturers and leading worldwide
suppliers to its customers in Egypt.

We offer services such as the
implementation of
( Light Current System-Fluke test-Data
Center )
Tara, engineers, and technicians were
chosen and trained

We believe that technical
support after sales is more
important than selling
products. That's why we give
T.S the highest priority with
the T.S team.





A smart home that manages
your house
even when you are far away
from it.
Is your assistant Waiting for an important parcel to
arrive? 
Your home will let you know when it‘s there. 
keep forgetting to close the garage door?
 Your home will 
gently remind you or even close it for you
automatically

Wireless system
Even if you already finished your home decoration and
need to upgrade to a smart home don’t worry we provide
just plug and play with
solutions.



All kinds of Sound system 
Coffee shop,Conference room
Mosque, Classroom,Schools 
shop, Mall,Apartment, Market
Church, Hospital, Theatre,etc



LC ZONE offers a wide range of DIY security camera systems that
provide around-the-clock property protection and peace of mind.
Choose from Wired IP Security Systems, Digital Security Systems,
Wire-Free Security Systems, CCTV, or Smart Home Security
Systems.

https://www.lorex.com/pages/how-to-install-security-cameras
https://www.lorex.com/collections/ip-security-systems
https://www.lorex.com/collections/analog-security-systems
https://www.lorex.com/collections/wire-free-security-systems
https://www.lorex.com/collections/lorex-smart-home-security-center


Make your home or business security smarter with
 LC ZONE security systems. With connected options to
automate system control, easy-to-use keypads and key
fobs, wireless sensors, and more, our security systems
provide you with sophisticated solutions designed to
work together seamlessly.



Keep your business
running seamlessly with
multi-line telephones
and base stations.



ND

Automated Gate can open/close your
main gate, Door and garage shutter
Remotely. These Technology is
connected to the Internet, which allows
them to be controlled By mobile
application



 

Access control is integrated into an
organization's IT environment. It can
involve identity management and access
management systems. These systems
provide access control software, a user
database, and management tools for access
control policies, auditing, and enforcement



LC Zone offers a full line of notification
appliances, products, and accessories.
Complete your system with the most
durable and reliable products available



A program specialized in managing parking
lots, subscriptions, and visitors, with the
possibility of operating by paying at checkout
or paying anywhere inside the parking lot.



Professional to manufacture steel panel with
any size required.



LC Zone It Is Moto To Over Quality Products
That Support Uninterrupted & Smooth
Fungating of Business.

Our Comparative Range of Structured Cable
Products Help Crete to A Smart, Scalable, &
Easy-to-Manage Network Infrastructure.



Durable, functional, and with a minimalist
design, Flat is designed to manage an
unlimited number of users and to ensure
excellent performance even in bad weather or
in environments with an aggressive
atmosphere



The intelligent video door phone system with a display
Answer the doorbell and communicate with your
visitor, how and from wherever you want.
IpDoor is the only smart video door entry system that
allows you to communicate with your visitors through
direct response (even via video call) or with instant or
preset text and voice messages, and to open
automated doors and gates. You can manage
everything remotely, it'll be like you're always there.















from the launch of our company we had a clear vision in mind and from this vision and
mission we started crafting our strategies.
Then year after year we kept polishing our strength points and adding more skills and
solutions, we aimed to be the best smart home technology provider in the middle east and
we are on our way, getting closer to this target each day.
Let us have a look at our unique benefits and strength points, let us try to answer the
question of why choosing to work with LC Zone.

Our Products come with a
very premium design and
high quality that fits any
decoration in your house.

We Provide training in the
latest technology of
Wireless Smart Home and
How to deal with it .

Our Solutions use the
leading protocols in the
Wireless Automation
market.

Our Devices are easy to
install and flexible to
upgrade, with no need to
break walls or change the
decoration.

Why
Choose Us



WWW.LC-ZONE.COM

Block 25j ,Salah
Salem St , Cairo
Office

Contact Us

02226177791

01093242255

Get
In
Touch


